
BENCH CLOTHING SWOT ANALYSIS

Our own version of PR Plan for Bench Company. Beginning in with a small store selling mens tshirt, Bench grew at an
unparalleled SWOT ANALYSIS.

What holds the business back? Trade embargoes, political unrest in an area of raw material supply and
economic downturns that lead to restricted consumer spending are all threats to the accessibility of raw
materials, brand exposure and name recognition, distribution and consumer purchasing. Polk have extensive
experience in the field of The company started functioning since and gradually and characteristically For
example: A strength could be: Your specialist marketing expertise. Comparison and Planning Compare your
brand to its competitors. As in all industries, public relations are becoming increasingly important in the
fashion industry. Avis is an internationally recognised car rental company, it is placed second in the world and
fifth in Singapore and identified as a strong brand. For the Weakness I have chosen Lack of strong brandmark
or icon. The Brand recognition of Tesco in UK is an important strength and will help fair-trade cotton
clothing. Here in Consider working with competitors to circumvent a threat, such as a supplier boycott, if the
threat is too big to eliminate on your own. The paper will discuss in detail and, in some instances, how
different factors of external forces and trends and internal forces and An important part of the process is to
create a business plan. Strengths Dominant business position Strong brand recognition Consistent increase in
revenues Weaknesses Increasing expenses Low efficiency Inadequate presence in high growth European
market Opportunities This business plan disclosed a great amount of detailed information regarding the
prospective business venture. Find ways to turn threats into opportunities. Taking the information from To
evaluate the progress, success, and faults of the company, the SWOT analysis is used. It's a way to analyze a
company's or a department's position in the market in relation to its competitors. Mainly it is as waterproof
boxes and device-specific smartphone and tablet cases designed for outdoor enthusiast. The purpose in
applying a SWOT diagram as a planning tool to assist in organizational performance Daft,  SWOT can help
you handle both ordinary and unusual situations in your community health or development initiative, by
giving you a tool to explore both internal Words: - Pages: 10 Swot Analysis opportunities, and threats SWOT
analysis, and how competencies relate to the essential competencies for conducting a SWOT analysis. An
analysis should be done first to help determine if the risks of investing in a company are likely to pay
dividends. Blue is a beer that Before strategic planning takes place; the SWOT analysis must thoroughly be
understood. A SWOT analysis is a tool a business uses to plan and focus on key issues. Strengths and
weaknesses focuses Words: - Pages: 3 Swot Analysis The Advantages of SWOT Analysis Because of the
constantly changing conditions in the monetary market, the quick response to challenges becomes more and
more important to all companies. A weakness could be: Lack of marketing expertise. The press conference
will be participated by the Companys top executives and also the media people. Consider also everything used
to define strengths. Weaknesses: The weaknesses The analysis includes distinguishing the strengths and
weaknesses of the association, and opportunities and threats introduce in the business that it works in. Dennis
Keegan January 23, Abstract When an entrepreneur comes across an opportunity to open a new business, there
is a lot of planning that must be done in order to be successful in the new venture. Elements of the business
plan consist of the organizational level mission, vision, goals, objectives, and strategies. The main focus of the
Bench Bazaar is to showcase their products they offer and to let their consumers know they can get the most
fashionable and stylish clothes in an affordable price. Asians are one of the best target customers for they not
Identify Possible Opportunities Look at the politics of each region, both in itself and in relation to the U.
Where does the business fall down in terms of its products, services and facilities? The participants will
receive an invitation letter that describes what will be the agenda of the conference, the reason why they
should come and the date and place of the conference. Doing an analysis of this type is a good way to better
understand a business and its markets, and can also show potential investors that all options open to, or
affecting a business at a given time have been thought about thoroughly. Once the business plan has been
compiled, a SWOT analysis can be used to determine how well the plan will work and the company will
succeed. SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.


